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Instagram Dear Diary,
12 JAN. 2024

This week I reflected on how I use 
Instagram to create an account of my life.

Every day, I kept track of what I show, what I leave out, and 
how my memories of the past are reshaped by the platform.

Others taught me about their experiences, too. This allowed 
us to compare stories and sharpen our insights.

Together, we understood that Instagram allows us to offload 
our memories to an external device, but that it doesn’t 
always do justice to the complexity within us. 

As we navigate historical, biographical, and platform 
changes, the memories we form of our past selves bear 
the stamp of the narratives, emotions, affordances, and 
imagined audiences that we encounter.
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@Adam Uncertainty and 
nostalgia arise as the image 
I have of someone becomes 
this datafied mess. It’s stuck 
between memories, the online 
and the offline.

@Alice I deleted posts 
that reminded me of bad 
memories.

@Bodie I really started being 
more conscious of being 
black.

@David Instagram has an easy 
archival structure.

@Gianni It’s like showing an 
album, my father would have 
liked to print them but I put 
them on Instagram instead.

@David Lots of pics of coffee 
because those latte art 
coffees were popular in 2014.

@Alice I kind of wanted 
to establish a positive 
personality to others.

@Harper I stalk myself from 
time to time.

@Gianni When I see a friend 
of me post, I leave a like just to 
express support.

@Sam My friends saw my 
explore page with a lot of 
models on it, and called me a 
pervert.

@Bodie You like the post 
because they’re your friends.

@Er I feel sometimes the 
messages I post, it’s only my 
Ghanaian friends who will 
understand the context of it. 
They get the message.

@Gianni White writings on 
a black background is really 
boomer, I know...

@Duman Everyone is 
stalking everybody. When 
I write someones name on 
Instagram, I refflect and 
project on my own profile.

@Louis on Instagram I can 
see where I came from and 
how I progressed.

@David I do not care about 
likes...
@David ...Here are strategies 
I used for followers and 
likes... 


